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Introduction

The phenomenon of heating of dust particles oscillations in the gas discharge plasma to an

abnormal kinetic energy is of great interest in the field of dusty plasma [1, 2]. In laboratory

experiments [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] it was found that dust particles in gas discharge plasma under

certain conditions acquire the kinetic energy of the order of 10 eV and above, significantly

higher than the ion temperature and electron temperature in this discharge. This phenomenon

is known since 1996, several attempts to find the mechanism of this phenomenon was done [?,

6, 7, 9, 10, 11]. All of these mechanisms give estimates of the kinetic temperature below the

experimental values. Thus, the effect of dust particles oscillation heating to the abnormally high

energy remains unresolved. In this paper we attempt to formulate scheme of energy transfer in

plasma-dust system and explain the abnormal dust particle kinetic energy on the basis of charge

fluctuations and the characteristics of discharge near-electrode layer. In the first section the

system of equations of dust particle motion is performed. In the second section the conditions

and results of dust particles simulation are discussed. The third section proposes the scheme of

energy transfer in from the gas discharge to the dust particles oscillations and further to gas. In

the forth section comparison of simulation results and experimental data is performed.

The system of equations of dust particles motion

Let’s consider N dust particles forming one horizontal layer in gas discharge near-electrode

layer. Under the dust particle we mean a sphere of radius a and density ρ with charge Qi = Zie,

where i is a number of the dust particle, Z is charging number, e is electron charge. Gravity

force is Fgrav = mg, where m is weight of the dust particle, g is free fall acceleration. For a

case of small gas pressure friction force can be modelled by means of the Langevin thermostat

F f r = −2mγ ṙi +Lang(t) where γ is friction factor, Lang(t) is langevin force, ri = {x,y,z} is

three-dimensional radius-vector of ith dust particle. Ukawa potential was chosen to be an esti-

mation of potential of dust particles interaction Ui j(ri− r j) ≈ QiQ je−κ|ri−r j|/
∣∣ri− r j

∣∣, where

κ is a shielding parameter. The potential of trap is considered parabolic Utrap = 2Qεr2, where

ε is potential-trap parameter. Force Fel = Q(z, t)E(z) operates from outside vertical electric
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field E of near-electrode layer on the charged dust particle. In gas discharge near-electrode

a layer electric field strongly depends on vertical coordinate E(z) ≈ (1+ e′z), where e′ is a

normalized vertical electric field gradient. The charge of a dust particle in plasma is defined

by streams of plasma components on a mote surface, therefore it fluctuates in time Q(z, t) ≈
Qeq(z) + Q0δq(t), where Qeq(z) is the charge averaged on time and depending on vertical

coordinate, Q0δq(t) is a fluctuating part of the dust particle charge with correlation func-

tion is 〈δq(t)δq(t ′)〉 = δq2 exp(−Ω(t− t ′)), Ω is a charging frequency. The normalized am-

plitude of charge fluctuations δq for standard laboratory experiment is estimated under the

formula δqi ≈ 0.5/
√

Z [2]. In gas discharge plasma concentration of electrons and ions

considerably vary on height in near-electrode layer and on distance to charged dust particle

Qeq(z) ≈ Q0
(
1+q′zz+q′r

(∣∣ri− r j
∣∣− l

))
, where q′z is normalized dust particle charge gradient

in vertical direction, q′r is normalized charge gradient, caused by change of concentration of

electrons and ions about the charged dust particle, l is an average distance between particles.

Thus, movement of system of dust particles is described by system of the equations

{mr̈i = ∑Finter +Ftrap +F f r +Fgrav +Fel. (1)

Results of simulation

On the basis of the received system of the equations molecular dynamic simulation of dust

particle system was carried out. This system of the equations contains 12 parameters. By vary-

ing each of them separately we receive dependence of any characteristic of system on this

parameter. Uniting these dependencies it is possible to receive the formula for an estima-

tion of the characteristic of system. We received dependencies for nonideality Γ ≈ 1.0+(8±
1)10−3 ·γΩN0.4ε0.41Q1.5e−κ/45/(m(gδq)2), kinetic temperature Kv ≈ B ·m(gδq)2/(γΩ),where

B ≈ 5.0+ 3.6 · 10−6Ω+ 5.7 · 10−5δq−2 and interparticle distance 〈∆ri, j〉 ≈ (0.9± 0.2) · (1+
2e−k/117)(Q/ε)0.3 of dust particle system for a chosen typical set of parameters.

The scheme of energy transfer in plasma-dust system.

The general scheme of heating is shown in Fig. 1. External source supports gas discharge,

which in turn provides the charge fluctuations of dust particles. Dust charge fluctuations lead

to occurrence of the exciting force. The pumping energy by exciting force into vertical motion

and slightly into horizontal motion of dust particles becomes possible due to the overlapping

of the frequency ranges of charge fluctuations force and vertical natural oscillations of dust

particles system. Large amplitude of dust particle oscillations leads to occurrence of nonlinear

terms. The crystalline order of the plasma-dust system, nonlinear effects, the form of system of
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Figure 1: Scheme of energy

transfer from the gas discharge to

the movement of dust particles.
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Figure 2: The amplitude of dust parti-

cle vertical oscillations at different gas

pressures and discharge powers. Experi-

mental data is signed by points. Approx-

imation is depicted by solid curves.

equations (1), the overlapping of the frequency ranges of vertical and horizontal oscillations in-

dicate the parametric resonance. It supports the exchange of energy between the horizontal and

vertical oscillations. Note that the pumping of the horizontal oscillation occurs at a frequency

of vertical oscillations, and the frequency of vertical oscillations is mainly determined by the

parameters of the near-electrode layer. The balance between the energy loss due to friction and

energy inflow determines the amplitude and the kinetic energy of dust particles.

Comparison with experiment

The frequency ωz =
√
−g(e′z +q′z) of dust particle oscillations in near-electrode layer ex-

plains the small width of the range and the characteristic values of the vertical oscillatory

frequencies of dust particles obtained from experimental data. Experimental data on the fre-

quencies of dust particle oscillations falls into estimated frequency range ωz ≈ 20÷170s−1.

The vertical oscillation amplitude Az ≈
√

5m(g ·δq)2/(2γΩ) has power dependence on the

neutral gas pressure Az ∝ p−1,5 for the typical conditions of laboratory experiments on dusty

plasma. Approximation of experimental data [6] (Fig. 2) confirms the gained dependence and

gives the dependence of the oscillation amplitude on the discharge power Az(p,W )[mm]≈ (−0.9+

145W−1.0
[W ]

) · p−1.5
[Pa] , where W is discharge power. Numerical evaluation of temperature is also

close to the experimental values: Td ≈ 50eV [2], Td ≈ 17eV [5], Td ≈ 1÷10eV [3].

Conclusions

Equations of dust particles motion in gas discharge are formulated. MD simulations of dust

particle system with the account of charge fluctuations and features of near-electrode layer are
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performed. The theoretical analysis of the MD simulation results is carried out. The following

results are obtained. (1) The formulas relating the coupling parameter, the kinetic temperature

and interparticle distance to the parameters of the system. (2) The scheme of energy transfer

from the gas discharge to vertical oscillations and then to horizontal ones and then to neutral

gas. (3) An explanation of dust particle oscillation heating to kinetic temperatures of 1-10 eV.

(4) For the present model it was shown that dynamical properties of plasma-dust crystal is not

determined by the interaction potential , but it is determined by the parameters of the near-

electrode layer. The estimates of frequency, amplitude and kinetic temperature of dust particles

oscillations are close to the experimental values.
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